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This test is open-book, open-notes, but you may not use any computing device other than your
brain and may not communicate with anyone. You have 50 minutes to complete the test.

The phrase “design a program” or “design a function” means follow the steps of the design recipe.
Unless specifically asked for, you do not need to provide intermediate products like templates or
stubs, though they may be useful to help you construct correct solutions.

You may use any of the data definitions given to you within this exam and do not need to repeat
their definitions.

Unless specifically instructed otherwise, you may use any built-in BSL functions or data types.

When writing tests, you may use a shorthand for writing check-expects by drawing an arrow be-
tween two expressions to mean you expect the first to evaluate to same result as the second. For
example, you may write U�//R jV → 9 instead of U+?2+F@2tT2+i U�//R jV 9V.
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Problem 1 (10 points). For the following program, write out each step of computation. At each
step, underline the expression being simplified. Label each step as being “arithmetic” (meaning any
built-in operation), “conditional”, “plug” (for plugging in an argument for a function parameter),
or “constant” for replacing a constant with its value.

U/27BM2 Z RV
U/27BM2 Ur xV UI Ubi`BM;@H2M;i? xV kyVV
Ur U+QM/ (U4 R ZV ]7`2/])

(2Hb2 N)VV
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Problem 2 (10 points). For the following structure definition, list the names of every function it
creates. For each function, classify it as being either a constructor, accessor, or predicate.

U/27BM2@bi`m+i /` Ur?Q bi`�M;2VV
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Problem 3 (15 points). You’ve been hired by the CMNS development office and been given their
existing software for spamming potential donors. It contains the following data definition:

cc � S2`bQM Bb � UK�F2@M�K2 hBiH2 ai`BM; ai`BM;V
cc AMi2`T, � T2`bQM^b iBiH2 �M/ 7B`bi �M/ H�bi M�K2bX
U/27BM2@bi`m+i M�K2 UiBiH2 7B`bi H�biVV

cc � hBiH2 Bb QM2 Q7,
cc @ ]`] AMi2`T, J`X
cc @ ]b] JbX
cc @ ]/] .`X

Finish the design of the following function for creating letter openings:

cc /2�` , S2`bQM @= ai`BM;
cc *`2�i2 � H2ii2` QT2MBM; 7Q` i?2 ;Bp2M T2`bQMX
U+?2+F@2tT2+i U/2�` UK�F2@M�K2 ]/] ]JBMMB2] ]J�Bbv]VV

].2�` .`X J�Bbv,]V
U+?2+F@2tT2+i U/2�` UK�F2@M�K2 ]`] ]6`2/] ]_Q;2`b]VV

].2�` J`X _Q;2`b,]V
U+?2+F@2tT2+i U/2�` UK�F2@M�K2 ]b] ]JB`B�K] ]J�Bb2H]VV

].2�` JbX J�Bb2H,]V
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Problem 4 (15 points). Design a program that takes a list of numbers and produces the sum of
positive numbers in the list. For example, if the list contains 3, 4, -1, 0, -2, and 5, the sum of
positive numbers (3+4+5) is 12. You may use the following data definition:

cc � GQL UHBbi Q7 MmK#2`bV Bb QM2 Q7,
cc @ ^UV
cc @ U+QMb LmK#2` GQLV
cc AMi2`T, �M �`#Bi`�`BHv HQM; HBbi Q7 MmK#2`b
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Problem 5 (40 points). You’ve been hired by Nintendo to design their next blockbuster game:
Dots. It consists of, well, dots: lots and lots of dots, each of which occupies a coordinate in space.
You come up with the following data definitions for representing a single dot and a collection of
dots:

cc � .Qib Bb QM2 Q7,
cc @ 2KTiv
cc @ U+QMb .Qi .QibV
cc AMi2`T, +QHH2+iBQM Q7 �M �`#Bi`�`v MmK#2` Q7 /Qib

cc � .Qi Bb � UK�F2@TQbM LmK#2` LmK#2`V
cc AMi2`T, � /Qi^b TQbBiBQM BM bT�+2

Problem 5(a) [10 points]. Write templates for .Qi and .Qib functions.

Problem 5(b) [10 points]. Write a stub for the following function:

cc Mr , .Qib @= .Qib
cc JQp2 ;Bp2M /Qib BM i?2 MQ`i?r2bi /B`2+iBQM QM2 mMBi
U+?2+F@2tT2+i UMr 2KTivV 2KTivV
U+?2+F@2tT2+i UMr U+QMb UK�F2@TQbM j 9V 2KTivVV

U+QMb UK�F2@TQbM 9 8V 2KTivVV
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Problem 5(c) [20 points]. Design two functions: /Qi@7HBT reflects a given dot over the y-axis,
for example, (3, 4) becomes (−3, 4), and /Qib@7HBT reflects a collection of dots over the y-axis.
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[Extra space, should you need it.]
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